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In the Name of God the Most Merciful, the Most Compassionate

Republic of Iraq
The Presidency of the Republic
Iraqi Intelligence Service

Reference: 119
Date: 23 November 1997 Top Secret

To: The Deputy Supervisor of the Office
Subject: Letter

Enclosed a letter addressed to your Excellency from Mr. Muhammad 'Abbas (Abu-al-'Abbas)
the Secretary of the Palestinian Liberation Front (PLF) in which he put himself and his
organization at the order of the President and the wise leadership.

He indicates in the letter to the necessity of creating terminology and epitomes that can disturb
the United States, deactivate its hostile plans and disclose its hypocrisy and duplicity. In the
top of these epitomes is destroying and attacking the American interests and mobilizing the
Arabic public opinion against its existence in the Arab World, through non-Iraqi parties, and he
is willing to discuss such things if the situation requires that.

For your information and we suggest the following:
1. Informing Abu-al-'Abbas our highly appreciation to his positive attitude and to delay this
subject at the time being, especially that. ..

(1-2)
Top Secret
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In the Name of God the Most Merciful, the Most Compassionate

Republic of Iraq
The Presidency of the Republic
Iraqi Intelligence Service

Reference:
Date: / /14

/ /19

Any action against the American interests whither directly or indirectly (through non-Iraqi
parties) under the current circumstances, will reflect negative impact toward Iraq, as supporting
the terrorism, and affects our international attitudes about this sensitive subject.

2. In case of any military attack on Iraq, and the situation at that time requires hurting and
attacking the American interests, we recommend coordinating with (Abu-al-'Abbas) by the
concerned people within the Iraqi Intelligence Service.

For your directions ....Regards

Lets meet Abu-al- 'Abbas and discuss this matter, please.

Director ofM8

(2-2)
Top Secret
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Palestinian Liberation Front

Reference:
Date: 19 November 1997

Palestinian Liberation Front

In the Name of God the Most Merciful, the Most Compassionate

To: The Deputy in Charge of the Arab Liberation Movements Office

Struggle greetings ...

I feel that it is my duty in such critical and important conditions to express about what in my
mind and conscious toward the current phase of the great combat pages of 'Urn AI-Ma'arik.
The phase of confrontation with the Americans and their representatives including their dirty
role within the Special Committee, so that I might participate with my colleagues in Iraq, their
fair combat to put an ~nd for the oppressive siege.

The first thing I w~uld like to stress in this simple letter is that I put my self and my
organization members at the order of the President and the wise leadership. We are completely
ready to proceed with any movement and participate in any action, could help the fair issue of
Iraq at present and at the future. I could not hide my feelings which full of appreciation and
pride about what I have noted, from the highly skillful ofthe President and the wise leadership
in handling the political battle against the American devil empire, and the success in mobilizing
the Arab and the International public opinion to the benefit ofIraq. Therefore, the matter
become in contrary to the previous position and the USA become under siege and insolated
while the efforts and struggle of Iraq is obvious around the world.

According to my estimation, the most important result for such positive change is the retrieval
of the Arabic mentality to its conscious, and its accidental and spontaneous unity against the
American haughtiness. That was accompanied with refreshing the Arabs common memory
about the crimes and attitudes of the United States, toward the Arab nation in all countries, all
stages and all aspects; linkage and parallelism with the crimes and the plans of the Zionist
enemy. This great victory must be always maintained, developed, popularized and deepen in
order to achieve the required wakefulness and to defeat completely the American-Zionist plan
which threatening the entire national security existence.
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Palestinian Liberation Front

Reference:
Date:

Palestinian Liberation Front

I believe dear comrade that America will not forgive Iraq for the skillful political performance
in this round of fighting, which caused harm and great political and spiritual loss for the United
States, as America lost its dignity, the balance, credibility and influence that practiced in a form
of power and force on the Arab leaders. This will push America to react, revenge, and
adventure sooner or later, directly or by the numerous other hostile, plotting and hurting ways.
Therefore, we have to be always ready to confront all possibilities and more worst.

The national mobilization plan inside Iraq is a smart, successful and integrated plan, without
going far in details. My thinking is concentrated on the field ofthe national mobilization
toward strengthening AI-Jihad concept against America and the Zionist alike. Firstly
maintaining and escalating the impel that achieved due to the distinguished political
performance ofIraq. Secondly, to create effective and efficient popular situation against the
American existence and the American policy also against the Zionist entity and the Zionist
policy which could help in stopping the faltering and collapse in the formal Arabic situation
and opening new horizons for resistance and rising. Thirdly, to urge on execute a series offield
activities against the American interests and policies.

The ideas in this field are multiple and do not exceed in general, the contents of the Mr.
President initiative during his historical speech on anniversary of the 17-30 July Great
Revolution, except what excreted by the recent variable, about the visibility of confrontation
precisely with America and its fellow Tel Aviv. We have to think about all the terminologies,
and epitomes, which disturbing America, neutralized its plan, bridling its aggression, disclose
its hypocrisy and duplicity.

On the top of these epitomes is destructing the American interests, striking it, mobilizing the
Arabic public opinion with great number ofpolitical, unionist, vocational and social powers, to
put pressure on this direction. Claiming to finalize the military existence, eliminate the
American guardianship, preventing the American intervention in the Arab counties affairs and
stopping the stealing for the Arab fortunes.
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Palestinian Liberation Front

Reference:
Date:

Palestinian Liberation Front

Promoting such major epitome and the secondary relevant epitomes must be implemented
through Non-Iraqi parties that have no relation with Iraq, indirectly or directly in order to avoid
the load of a new hostile campaign on Iraq. The Arab yard is full ofparties, organizations and
persons who can play this role, politically and tactically as a matter of tentatively defense about
the nation rights.

The talking in the circles and the occasions about threatening the American interests is
important, useful and effective. Launching the hostile signs against America is important and
useful as well. The important thing is to have an advantage for every action according to the
circumstances, time, place and the party or the parties who are acting. Every thing in this regard
is in need ofplanning, study and scrutinize. From our side, we are ready to discuss all such
matters excessively and in details if the situation requires that. We can discuss together the
current and future probabilities, as the enemy will not change their intentions even if their skins
changed.

The history will put in records that the great Iraq has pricked a wedge in the coffin of the
American Imperialism and the International Zionism.

America and the Zionism down
Iraq and Palestine up

Yours, Comrade
Abu-al-'Abbas
The Secretary of the Palestinian Liberation Front
19 November 1997
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